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PR Agency Berlin - Contact
PR Agency Berlin
Eventelligence ltd.
PR Büro: Bossestraße 10
10245 Berlin
Fon +49.(0)30.293.81.97-10
Fax +49.(0)30.293.81.97-29
Freecall +800.11.88.44.00 (00800.11.88.44.00)
Email: mail@pr-agentur-berlin.de
Internet: www.pr-agentur-berlin.de

Editorial Details
Eventelligence ltd. Deutschland
Director: Oliver Hertkorn
Corinthstraße 54
10245 Berlin
HRB 106994B AG Berlin-Charlottenburg
UST-ID: DE 250754194
Eventelligence ltd. UK
Contact: Mr. Dave Whitherspoon
5 Jupiter House
Germany Calleva Park Aldermaston
Reading, Berkshire RG7 8NN
United Kingdom
Company Number: 5964544 (House of Companies UK)

Last but not least...
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Should the rights of third parties or statutory regulations be
violated by the content of this website, please send an advisory
notice without an invoice.
Liability for Content
The content of this website has been created with great
care. However, we cannot assume warrantee for the accuracy,
completeness, and actuality of the site.
As a service provider, we are responsible for our own content
on the website as per the general terms and conditions,
according to § 6 Abs.1 MDStV and § 8 Abs.1 TDG. However,
service providers are not responsible for monitoring information
conveyed by third parties or for foreign saved information, nor
to inquire into circumstances that might indicate an illegal
action. Hereof not mentioned are the obligations to block or
remove the usage of the information according to general
law. However, relevant liability is only possible after the
concrete realization that an infringement has taken place. With
knowledge of the infringement, we will immediately remove the
relevant content.
Liability for Links
Our offer includes links to external, third-party websites, whose
contents we do not influence. Therefore, we cannot assume
liability for the contents of these websites. The contents of the
linked sites are invariably the responsibility of the provider or
business of these websites. The linked website is also
checked for possible law offences at the time of linking. Illegal
contents were thus at the time of linking not
recognized. Permanent content control of the linked site is not
possible without clues of a law infringement. With knowledge
of an infringement, the relevant links will be immediately
removed.
Copyright
The company of this site endeavours to constantly remain
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aware of the copyrights of others and to rely on personallycreated and license-free works.
The contents and works on this site created by the site’s
company are subject to German copyright laws. Contributions
from third-parties are also identified as such. The duplication,
editing, distribution, and any art of utilization outside of the
boundaries of the copyright laws must have the written consent
of the current respective author or creator. Downloading and
copies of the site are only lawfully allowed for private and not
commercial usage.
Data Protection
Insofar as personally-based data is compiled on our site (for
example names, addresses, or e-mail addresses) this action
always and as far as possible takes place on a voluntary
basis. If possible, the usage of the offers and services is done
without requirement of specification of personally-based data.
Herewith, we object to the usage of released personal data that
falls within the scope of the legal notice obligations, and to its
transmittance through third-parties for advertisements and
information materials that are not expressly unsolicited. The
company owner of the website reserves the right to pursue the
necessary legal proceedings in the case of an unsolicited
delivery of advertisement information, possible through spammail.

DOWNLOAD:
Download "Contact PR Agency Berlin" as a printer-friendly PDF Document.
Download "Contact PR Agency Berlin" as a printer-friendly MS Word 2003
Document.
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